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One of the main propositions in literature on AI and (social) robotics is that these technologies will cause a substantial amount of job losses – not only for industry workers but also for knowledge workers and managers. However, job analysis of knowledge workers and managers reveals that these new technologies may not replace humans completely in their jobs but only in certain tasks. Distributing tasks among human and artificial agents requires a close interaction and collaboration. Since process management favors case switching between (human or artificial) agents – as switching carries error potential and causes set-up times or lay times which all negatively influencing performance – effectively integrated socio-technical systems need to be designed which consider whole business processes.

This paper addresses potential benefits and challenges associated with the design of such socio-technical systems. We identify areas where social robots and artificial agents could be beneficial (e.g. where neutrality and objectivity is required as for example conflict mediation, moderation of creative team meetings or difficult group meetings) and address challenges associated with the delegation of tasks to AI and social robotics in these areas. In particular we discuss issues of trust, overconfidence, control and accountability when in delegating tasks to artificial agents and social robots (delegation problem).
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